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Volunteering Facilitator: Jonny Bradley (any volunteers to help moderate/facilitate the meeting, please put your user name here)

When

Thursday, June 24th, 2021 at 15:00 UTC time (click to check time zone in your location)
The time is now:

Time in your timezone (when this page was last reloaded): Monday 28 March 2022 03:44:34 CEST

Votes

[+]

Where

- https://live.tiki.org

What

See Roundtable Meetings for a detailed description.

Topics

First hour, quick news

1. Branching 23.x
2. News and reports from TikiFest Virtual 2021
3. Quick update on Navigation revamp Tiki-Community-2021-Navigation-Revamp
4. Removing Tiki sites at t.o directory
5. ...

Put your topic (max. 5-10 minutes) into the list above

Second hour, longer topics

1. Let's discuss the new Admin UI Revamp - feedback welcome (I'll do a demo)
2. What is still left to do for 23.x?
3. ...

Put your topic (max. 15 minutes) into the list above

Recording

- https://recordings.rna1.blindsidenetworks.com/citadelrock/d559965849921585c1849af03b7a51638700d979-1624546708051/presentation/

Follow-Up

- ...

Put your follow up action(s) when you're done into the list above

Chat log

lu
lucia ch d' being [] (luci)
00:02:45
socket?
lu
lucia ch d' being [] (luci)
00:02:48
:)
je
Jean-Marc Libs (Jyhem)
00:02:59
social networks
je
Jean-Marc Libs (Jyhem)
00:03:31
Nothing to do with socks :-) 
lu
lucia ch d' being [] (luci)
00:04:38
:-)
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
link to the short presentation
Bernard don't want too much evaluation... He want to push things (too) faster!
ok
supermenu ?
3 hamburger on mobile ????
luciash d' being (luci)
00:46:04
yes we can disable it
lu
luciash d' being (luci)
00:46:42
it is obsolete and not maintained (i mean enhanced) anymore
lu
luciash d' being (luci)
00:46:45
anymore
ar
Aris Bernotas (aris002)
00:47:06
In general, I want to propose to mark some pages as outdated. Is that possible?
ar
Aris Bernotas (aris002)
00:48:00
mar for deletion?
lu
luciash d' being (luci)
00:48:12
it is kind of nostalgia like browsing geocities
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:48:13
jo
Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
00:48:56
https://uxmovement.com/navigation/the-fastest-navigation-layout-for-a-three-level-menu/
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:49:17
http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-index.php
lu
luciash d' being (luci)
00:50:05
@Aris you can put a remark on top of the page like ^This page content is obsolete^ or maybe we can create a category for that and you can just categorize the page using the left hand column module?
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:51:39
Is there anyone voting to "no" for disabling the directory feature on Tiki?
lu
luciash d' being (luci)
00:51:53
no
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:51:57
:-0
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:52:03
Ok I disable then
ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
00:52:03
I want to look again at the directory sites first.
lu
luciah d' being (luci)
00:52:05
no for no
ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
00:52:16
Keep the feature on for now, please.
lu
luciah d' being (luci)
00:52:38
you can categorize
carsten Aevermann (carsten.aevermann)
00:54:32
phone brb
lu
luciah d' being (luci)
00:55:40
Aris you can use tha Categorize module on the left and assign one of the Archives category
ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
00:56:11
At themes.t.o. there are 146 pages in a "Retired" category.
ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
00:56:19
they're admin-only access.
ar
Aris Bernotas (aris002)
00:57:13
@lucy the problem is also as Bernard said- dead pages searchable and shows on search engines
ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
Pages in "Archived" could be registered-user-only visible.

we can put NOINDEX,NOFOLLOW on them maybe? using the metattag plugin in custom module assigned by the category

(If there's value in looking at archived pages, for users.)

A lot of work... I am thinking of automated ways..

It will be automated but you need to do the "lot of work" first ;)

with category and module

I love this "Supreme being" thing :

I love the communists part... :)

Group them together!

.... dark is really dark... Make me feel uncomfortable. Can't we have a less dark dark ?
I just wanted to ask ;-)  

is it editable ?

Look very nice!

no we cannot have less dark

use the light option instead

if you prefer

... I want a dark-grey option ;-)  

Why don't we get full width with the left collapsing ?

or use your own theme ;)

:-p

it is customizable css ?
vote for static look, only dark and lite
lu
luciahs d' being [] (luci)
01:14:53
yu, maybe in the future
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:17:15
this dark make me feel I'm in a funeral products site ;-) 
lu
luciahs d' being [] (luci)
01:17:29
in the future ssible
ca
Carsten Aevermann (carsten.aevermann)
01:17:50
set pref in theme > style admin too and otherwise have a dedicated admin theme
lu
luciahs d' being [] (luci)
01:17:53
in the future everything is possible
lu
luciahs d' being [] (luci)
01:19:25
Unified Admin UI? 
je
Jean-Marc Libs (Jyhem)
01:22:18
dedicated admin interface?
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:23:15
Agreed Jonny that's why I was saying about the futur...
lu
luciahs d' being [] (luci)
01:23:18
Unified Admin Backend? 
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:27:07
recent
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:27:17
(i don't use quick adming anyway)
jo
Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
https://gitlab.com/fellowship-of-mine/tiki/-/tree/master-adminthème

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)

01:36:36

or else we need a warning

lu

luciaș d' being (luci)

01:37:43

yes, exactly

lu

luciaș d' being (luci)

01:37:45

JM

be

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)

01:37:57

Good for me too!

lu

luciaș d' being (luci)

01:39:43

my demo is a bit behind ;) I was just afraid to git pull these last changes made by Jonny in the last day or two to update it and see it broken again lol

gary

Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)

01:40:17

:-)

be

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)

01:41:36

less darker dark !! 🙄ๆ

lu

luciaș d' being (luci)

01:41:54

JM "Admin Backend User Interface" sounds good?

lu

luciaș d' being (luci)

01:42:15

for the feature name?

ejean-marc

Jean-Marc Libs (jyhem)

01:42:30

« Admin Backen interface » is good enough :-)
be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:42:50
Jonny bye ! ;-)
lu
lucia d's being [] (luci)
01:42:54
OK
ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
01:42:59
I don't understand that name, actually.
lu
lucia d's being [] (luci)
01:43:10
Alright!
lu
lucia d's being [] (luci)
01:43:38
See you next month!
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